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A three-terminal nanowire junction device controlled by double nanometer-sized Schottky wrap
gates �WPGs�, which control left and right branches independently, are fabricated utilizing
AlGaAs/GaAs etched nanowires and characterized experimentally. Fabricated device exhibits clear
nonlinear characteristics of output voltage at the center terminal by applying voltages to left and
right terminals in push-pull fashion. Applying asymmetric gate voltages to left and right WPGs
provides clear asymmetry in the output voltage. The nonlinearity in the low voltage regions is
greatly enhanced by squeezing both left and right branches using WPGs. © 2007 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2711374�

Recently, nanowires have attracted much attention for
the next-generation nanodevice materials. Nanowire junc-
tions are important building blocks for nanowire-based de-
vices and their integrated circuits. Rich functionalities were
expected theoretically in these systems due to the ballistic
transport of carriers1 and self gating.2 Clear nonlinear char-
acteristics have been observed in three-terminal nanowire
junctions of III-V compound semiconductors3,4 and carbon
nanotubes,5 even at room temperature. In addition, capability
of their high-speed operation has been demonstrated
experimentally.4,6 Their application to logic circuits has been
also intensively investigated.7,8 In this letter, we fabricate
and characterize a GaAs-based three-terminal nanowire junc-
tion device, in which two branches can be controlled inde-
pendently by nanometer-sized Schottky wrap gates �WPGs�,
in order to control the nonlinear characteristics toward
nanowire-based circuits and systems.

Figure 1�a� shows a scanning electron microscopy
�SEM� image of a fabricated device. The device had a
T-branch nanowire junction formed on an AlGaAs/GaAs
heterostructure wafer by electron beam lithography and wet
chemical etching. Geometrical nanowire width Wgeo was
560 nm. Nanowire lengths for left and right branches were
3 �m and that for a center branch was 2.6 �m. Cr/Au
Schottky WPGs of 400 nm gate lengths were formed on the
left and right branches. The WPG wrapped around a nano-
wire can squeeze effective nanowire width Weff, and one-
dimensional channel is formed under suitable gate voltage.9

Measured mobility and the sheet carrier density of the un-
processed wafer at room temperature �RT� were
7100 cm2/V s and 7.8�1011 cm−2, respectively. WPG-
controlled nanowire branches of the fabricated device could
operate as conventional field effect transistors, as shown in
Fig. 1�b�. They showed good gate control characteristics and
operated similarly to each other. Their threshold voltages for
nanowire channel pinch off were −0.9 V. In this study, all
measurements were carried out at RT.

Figure 2 shows measured output voltages at the center
terminal, VC, by applying voltages to the left and right ter-
minals, VL and VR, respectively, in push-pull fashion,
namely, VR=−VL. When left and right WPG voltages VGL

and VGR, respectively, were kept at 0 V, VC showed bell-like
curves and was always negative as shown in Fig. 2, indicated
by dashed lines. We also fabricated and characterized a
three-terminal device without WPGs and similar characteris-
tic was obtained. Next, VC was measured by changing VGL

while keeping VGR at 0 V. Obtained VC-VL curves are shown
in Fig. 2�a�. Asymmetric feature was clearly introduced by
applying negative voltages to the left WPG. When �VL�
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FIG. 1. �a� SEM image of a fabricated three-terminal nanowire junction
device with double WPGs and �b� I-V characteristics for left and right
branches controlled by WPGs.
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�0.6 V, the asymmetry became remarkable as decrease of
VGL. Squeezing the left branch by further decreasing VGL to
the threshold voltage, peak positions of VC curves slightly
shifted toward negative. At the same time, the top of the
peaks increased and became positive. Observed asymmetric
characteristics were clearer than those in previously reported
devices with side gates10 or top gates.3 When �VL��0.6 V,
VC turned to hardly depend on the left WPG voltage and it
remained almost same to the curve at VGL=0 V. Similar be-
haviors were obtained by changing VGR while keeping VGL at
0 V, as shown in Fig. 2�b�, however, left and right sides of
the curves were reversed symmetrically. Observed VC peak
heights in Fig. 2�b� were a little bit smaller than those in Fig.
2�a�, which seemed due to unintentionally slight shift of
WPGs alignment, as shown in Fig. 1�a�.

In the case of VGL=VGR=0 V, the parabolic curves in
the low voltage region was similar to those in the ballistic
transport domain as explained by Xu.1 The mean free path of
electron, le, in the present device was 100 nm and it was
shorter than the geometrical junction size. However, devices
with wide nanowire width of 720 nm were tested and the
nonlinearity of VC was found weakened, indicating that our
devices still had size dependence of the nonlinear character-
istics. To clarify the mechanism of the observed nonlinearity,
it is necessary to characterize the operation as a function of le
by decreasing temperature from diffusive to ballistic trans-
port regime. It is now under preparation.

Increasing �VL� larger than 0.6 V, VC curves became al-
most linear. This behavior was also reported by Mateos et
al.,11 and was explained by the concentration of electric field
and decrease of conductance in the positively biased branch

due to intervalley scattering of electrons. Experimentally ob-
served features for applying asymmetric WPG voltages in
Fig. 2 also corresponded to the theoretical prediction by
Xu,12 where larger lateral confinement potential in the left
branch than that in the right branch resulted in the shift of the
peak position to negative in VL and the increase of the peak
top. It is noted that VC curves both in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�
were modulated largely by the WPG on the positively biased
branch in our device. This indicated that VC was controlled
mostly by the situation in the positively biased branch. Sev-
eral shoulders were seen around VL=1.5 V in Fig. 2�b�, how-
ever, they were unstable and irreproducible. The reason is
not known yet.

Figure 3�a� shows output voltages as a function of VL by
applying same gate voltages to both two WPGs, VGL=VGR
=VG. In this operation, almost symmetric curves were ob-
tained. When �VL��0.6 V, curvature of the output voltage
became sharper as decreasing VG. Observed curves were
quite similar to those by the combination of VC curves for
VL�0 V in Fig. 2�a� and those for VL�0 V in Fig. 2�b�.
This fact again indicated that VC was controlled by the
condition in the positively biased branch. To evaluate the
nonlinearity of outputs, VC curves in the low voltage region
were fitted by the theoretical curve for the ballistic regime,1

VC=−�VL
2 /2, where � is constant. Large � is preferable for

device and circuit applications because sharp output curve
corresponds to high voltage signal transfer efficiency. The
obtained � is plotted as a function of WPG voltage in Fig.
3�b�. It was found that � increased by the decrease of WPG
voltage and it rapidly changed when VG was around −0.8 V.
� of 18 was obtained at VG=−1 V. This value is higher than
that evaluated for the top-gate device at 200 K.3 The theory1

indicates that � increases as the decrease of Fermi energy in
the junction, EF, by ��1/EF. Assuming that the operation of
the present device obeys the theory, the obtained results are
qualitatively consistent with the theory, since WPGs can de-
crease EF in the junction by lateral depletion from the gate

FIG. 2. Output voltage at the center terminal as a function of the left termi-
nal voltage for changing �a� left and �b� right hand side WPG voltages,
respectively. Here, V and −V are applied to the left and right terminals in
push-pull fashion. The insets show measurement setups.

FIG. 3. �a� Output voltage at the center terminal as a function of the left
terminal voltage when common gate voltage VG was applied to two WPGs.
The insets show schematics of possible potential diagrams in the junctions.
�b� Evaluated curvature � as a function of WPG voltage.
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edges. The rapid increase of � around −0.8 V indicates that
EF decreases largely by the WPGs.

It should be mentioned that double WPG configuration
provides another mechanism to increase � due to the forma-
tion of asymmetric potential barriers in the left and right
branches by WPGs with same gate voltage. Voltage differ-
ence between the positively biased terminal and the WPG
was VG− �VL�, although that for the negatively biased branch
was VG+ �VL�. Then, barrier potential under the WPG in the
former is relatively larger than that in the latter, as schemati-
cally shown in the insets of Fig. 3�a�. This can also explain
that VC is mostly controlled by the WPG on the positively
biased branch. Because a larger barrier results in smaller
conductance, VC comes to follow the voltage in the nega-
tively biased branch by VC= ��GL−GR� / �GL+GR��VL, where
GL and GR are conductances in left and right branches, re-
spectively. Additionally, VC curves still followed the poten-
tial in the negatively biased branch even when the electron
channel in the positively biased branch was nearly pinched
off. In this case, the observed behavior can be reasonably
understood by the model that the center branch is connected
with the left and right branches capacitively. Then VC is
given by ��CL−CR� / �CL+CR��VL, where CL and CR are ca-
pacitances in left and right branches, respectively. Again,
larger potential barrier in the positively biased branch results
in smaller capacitance, resulting in VC�0 V. This effect can
coexist with previously reported mechanisms for the nonlin-
ear characteristics. Therefore, the double WPG configuration

is useful to enhance nonlinear characteristics of three-
terminal nanowire junction devices.
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